Lee Energy Committee Meeting Minutes  
September 17, 2019

Members present: Lou Grondin, Barb Wauchope, Mary Woodward

The minutes of the July 26, 2019 meeting were approved.

Julie is pursuing PPA negotiations with Revision for the PSC solar installation. The PSC blower door test results and an RFP draft for a bidding process will be submitted to the Lee BOS for their review, most likely in 2020. State energy consultants have given the committee advice on designated items and requirements to include in the RFP. The blower test results together with Clay Mitchell’s earlier energy audit assessment of the PSC provide sufficient information for submission to NHEC’s rebate program.

Related to next project(s) that might require a Lee budget allocation, Lou suggested, and the committee agreed, that an audit of the energy systems (including, if applicable, any recommendations for the best replacement systems) at the PSC and transfer is a good next priority. Lou will check with Andy Duncan, an energy advisor in New Hampshire, and Henry Herndon of Clean Energy to determine the typical audit cost for energy systems.

The committee also agreed not to pursue a “drive electric day” event, given the absence of charging stations in the area.

The LEC members will try to attend the next state Local Energy Solutions Conference on November 15 in Concord.